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Abstract 
A habitat evaluation procedures (HEP) analysis conducted on the 314-acre Red River 
Wildlife Management Area (RRWMA) managed by the Idaho Department of Fish 
and Game resulted in 401.38 habitat units (HUs).  Habitat variables from six habitat 
suitability index (HSI) models, comprised of mink (Mustela vison), mallard (Anas 
platyrhynchos), common snipe (Capella gallinago), black-capped chickadee (Parus 
altricapillus), yellow warbler (Dendroica petechia), and white-tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus), were measured by Regional HEP Team (RHT) members in 
August 2004. Cover types included wet meadow, riverine, riparian shrub, conifer 
forest, conifer forest wetland, and urban. HSI model outputs indicate that the shrub 
component is lacking in riparian shrub and conifer forest cover types and that snag 
density should be increased in conifer stands. The quality of wet meadow habitat, 
comprised primarily of introduced grass species and sedges, could be improved 
through development of ephemeral open water ponds and increasing the amount of 
persistent wetland herbaceous vegetation e.g. cattails (Typha spp.) and bulrushes 
(Scirpus spp.). 
Study Area 
The 314-acre RRWMA study area is located approximately 15 miles southeast of Elk 
City, Idaho (Figure 1). The study area is bounded by the Nez Perce national Forest on 
the east and west and private property to the north and south.  
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Figure 1. Location of Red River Wildlife Management Area. 
Study Site Description 
The study area is principally a wet meadow complex (≈266 acres) co-dominated by 
reed canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), Timothy grass (Phleum pretense), and 
sedges (Carex spp.).  Other grass species observed by RHT members, in descending 
order, include Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis), redtop bentgrass (Agrostis alba), 
timber oatgrass (Danthonia intermedia), brome grass (Bromus spp.), and introduced 
wheatgrass (Agropyron spp.).  Noted forbs include yarrow (Achillea millifolium), 
aster (Aster spp.), cinquefoil (cinquefoil spp.), camas (Cammasia quamish), and bur-
reed (Sparganium spp.) (herbaceous species described in this document are not all 
inclusive, but provide the reader with a basic description of  the plant community 
(floristics) observed by RHT members while conducting HEP transects). 
Several small stands of conifer forest (≈22 acres) dominated by lodgepole pine (Pinus 
contorta latifolia) punctuate the RRWMA.  A homogenous quaking aspen (Populus 
tremuloides) stand present within a conifer site on the west side of the project area 
was included as part of the conifer forest cover type for HEP evaluation purposes.   
Other conifer tree species reported include grand fir (Abies grandis), and Engelman 
spruce (Picea engelmannii). Grand fir and Engelman spruce detected on HEP 
transects were understory trees ≤ 16 feet tall (mature trees were observed near 
transect routes, but were not a significant element of the overstory canopy).  
Similarly, lodgepole pine regeneration (trees ≤ 16 feet tall) was also documented.  
Herbaceous cover within conifer forest stands included the same species identified on 
wet meadows sites. Herbaceous species composition varied predicated on whether the 
forest site was mesic or xeric. 
Riparian shrub cover (≈ 24 acres) is restricted to what project managers have planted. 
Shrub cover is extremely limited along the Red River and appears stressed by 
ungulate depredation and competition from herbaceous cover. Shrubs detected on 
HEP transects include willow (Salix spp.), dogwood (Cornus sericea), and alder 
(Alnus spp.).  
The incidence of noxious weeds on the RRWMA appears to be minimal and is 
generally associated with disturbed sites. Spotted knapweed (Centaurea maculsa) was 
detected on Transect 8 while Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense) was observed on 
Transect 4 and lateral Transect 5C. Similarly, knapweed, common mullein 
(Verbascum thapsus), St. John’s-wort (Hypericum perforatum) were present along 
lateral Transect 13B.
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Methods 
Background 
A habitat evaluation procedures analysis was conducted at the Red River Wildlife 
Management Area to determine baseline habitat conditions. HEP, developed by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), is used to quantify the impacts of development, 
protection, and restoration projects/measures on terrestrial and aquatic habitats by 
assessing changes, both negative and positive, in habitat quality and quantity (USFWS 
1980), (USFWS 1980a).  
HEP is a habitat based approach to impact assessment that documents change through use 
of a habitat suitability index (HSI). The HSI value is derived from an evaluation of the 
ability of key habitat components to provide the life requisites of selected wildlife and 
fish species.  
The HSI value is an index to habitat carrying capacity for a specific species or guild of 
species based on a performance measure (e.g. number of deer per square mile) described 
in HEP species models. The index ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. A HSI of 0.3 indicates that 
habitat quality/carrying capacity is marginal while a HSI of 0.7 suggests that habitat 
quality/carrying capacity is relatively good for a particular species (Table 1).    
Table 1. A comparison of mathematical HSI scores and equivalent verbal 
expressions. 
Habitat Suitability Index Verbal Equivalent 
0.0 < 0.2 Poor 
0.2 < 0.4 Marginal 
0.4 < 0.6 Fair 
0.6 < 0.9 Good 
0.9 < 1.0 Optimum 
Each increment of change is identical. For example, a change in HSI from 0.1 to 0.2 
represents the same magnitude of change as a change from 0.2 to 0.3, and so forth. 
Habitat variables, suggested mensuration techniques, and mathematical aggregations of 
assessment results are included in HEP evaluation species models. 
HEP Model Selection 
The Red River Wildlife Management Area HEP evaluation was completed by the 
Regional HEP Team (RHT) and Idaho Fish and Game staff in August 2004. Initial HEP 
model selection was based on habitat types and loss assessments associated with the 
Black Canyon and Deadwood projects (Meuleman 1986). Whenever possible, HEP 
models cited in Meuleman (1986) were used in the evaluation. Additional and/or 
substitute HEP models were used as required.  
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The Red River project cover type/species matrix was developed from information 
gleaned from the Black Canyon/Deadwood project Wildlife Impact Assessment 
(Meuleman 1986). Black Canyon/Deadwood project assessment HEP evaluation species 
are correlated with cover types in Table 2.  
Table 2. Black Canyon/Deadwood project HEP species matrix. 
COVER TYPE 
HEP Species DFW EFW DSSW EW EF SS AG R L 
                    
Mule Deer X X X   X X       
                    
Mallard     X X       X X 
                    
Canada Goose     X X       X X 
                    
Pheasant           X X     
                    
Mink     X X       X X 
                    
B. C. Chicadee X X               
                    
Yellow Warbler     X             
                    
Spruce Grouse   X     X         
                    
Yellow-rumped 
Warbler   
X     X 
        
                    
HEP Species 
Stacking - Black 
Canyon Project 2 2 5 3 1 2 1 3 3 
                    
HEP Species 
Stacking - 
Deadwood 1 3 3 1 2 1 0 1 1 
                    
  HEP species applied to both Black Canyon and Deadwood projects 
                    
  HEP species applied only to Black Canyon project 
                    
  HEP species applied only to Deadwood project 
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Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) recommended that the Red River HEP analysis 
be based solely on the Black Canyon project (Joe DeHerrera, BPA, pers comm. 2004). As 
a result, Deadwood project HEP species were not included in the final Red River project 
HEP species matrix except where they overlap Black Canyon HEP models (Table 2). 
RHT staff compared the biological appropriateness and efficacy of utilizing Black 
Canyon Assessment HEP models to similar guild/assemblage HEP models that may 
better represent Red River project habitat attributes of interest. Suggested HEP species 
changes were discussed with Idaho Fish and Game staff (Miles Benker, IDFG, pers 
comm. 2004); resulting in two HEP model substitutions i.e., white-tailed deer replaced 
mule deer1 and snipe replaced Canada goose1. HEP species substitution rationale is as 
follows: 
White-tailed deer frequent the Red River project site. The white-tailed model 
emphasizes the palatable woody shrub component within riparian and forested 
cover types which is currently lacking. Snipe HEP model habitat attributes 
stress soil moisture and compaction factors (feeding opportunities) and 
herbaceous cover. This model is superior to the Canada goose model at 
documenting wet meadow function. The goose model emphasizes island 
availability (nesting sites) and feeding areas (geese regularly feed on golf 
courses, heavily grazed pastures, and lawns). Goose model variables do not 
necessarily reflect existing wet meadow physiographic conditions and/or habitat 
attributes of interest. 
 The final Red River project species matrix includes habitat unit “stacking” 
considerations (Table 3). HU stacking for each cover type is based primarily on the need 
to document key ecological correlates (KECs) and structural conditions for each cover 
type and, secondarily, the number of species per cover type used in the Black Canyon 
Assessment (Meuleman 1986). Red River HEP model habitat variables and measurement 
techniques are described in Table 4. HEP models are included in Attachment 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1 Mule deer and Canada goose HSI models were used in the Black Canyon Assessment. 
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Table 3. Red River Wildlife Area cover type/species selection matrix. 
  
HEP Species* Conifer Forest 
Wetland 
Riparian 
Shrub** Wet Meadow
Conifer 
Forest Riverine 
            
White-tailed Deer¹ X X   X   
            
Snipe²     X     
            
Mallard   X X     
            
Mink X   X   X 
            
B. C. Chicadee X3     X³   
            
Yellow Warbler   X       
            
*  HEP model sustitutions/modifications were made after consultation with IDF&G staff (M. Benker) 
** Same as deciduous shrub-scrub wetland habitat type 
1. White-tailed deer was substituted for mule deer. 
2. Snipe was substituted for Canada goose. 
3. B.C. Chickadee was added to the conifer forest cover types to capture tree and snag structural 
conditions. 
Table 4. HEP model variables and suggested measurement techniques. 
Model Variable Variable Definition Measurement Technique 
Mink V1 Percent tree, shrub, and/or persistent emergent herbaceous vegetation 
Line/point intercept 
and/or grid 
 (Allen 1984) V2 Percent of year with surface water present Local input 
  V3 
Percent of wetland basin dominated by 
persistent emergent herbaceous 
vegetation. 
Grid 
  V4 Percent canopy cover of trees/shrubs within 100m of the wetland edge. Line/point intercept 
  V5 Shoreline development factor 
Remote sensing (aerial 
photos) and/or local 
input 
Mallard V1 Percent available water that is slow moving, shallow, and open 
Local input, direct 
observation, map/aerial 
photo mensuration. 
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Model Variable Variable Definition Measurement Technique 
 (Anon.1986)  V3 Summer Cover-% shoreline dominated by emergent or scrub - shrub vegetation Line/point intercept  
  V4 
Distance between water suitable for brood 
rearing and dense herbaceous cover ≥ 8 
inches tall 
Remote sensing (aerial 
photos), field 
measurements, and/or 
local input 
  V5 Number and quality of wetland types and habitat features within a one mile radius 
Remote sensing (aerial 
photos), field 
observation, and/or 
local input 
Snipe V1 Moisture content SI Local input/direct observation 
  (Anon. 1978) V2 Average height of herbaceous vegetation Robel pole/height measurement rod 
  V3 Soil compaction SI Soil test penetrometer or field estimation 
Black-capped 
Chickadee V1 Percent Tree Canopy Closure 
Point intercept 
(densitometer) 
 (Schroeder 
1983) V2 Average height of overstory trees 
Clinometer, forestry 
stick 
  V4 Number of snags 4 to 10 inches DBH Belt Transect, DBH tape 
Yellow Warbler V1 Percent deciduous shrub cover Line/point intercept 
 (Schroeder 
1982) V2 Average height of deciduous shrubs 
Measurement tape, 
surveyors rod 
  V3 Percent deciduous shrub cover comprised of hydrophytic shrubs Analysis of V1 results 
White-tailed 
Deer V1 Percent cover of palatable shrubs Line/point intercept 
(Anon. no date)    
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Cover Type Mapping 
Cover types were delineated based on information found in the Red River Wildlife 
Management Area Long Range Management Plan (White 1999), limited aerial 
photographs, and on-site reconnaissance. General cover types include wet meadow, 
riparian shrub, riverine, conifer forest, conifer forest wetland, and urban (urban includes 
the wildlife area headquarters building and associated structures and was not assigned a 
habitat evaluation species). Cover type acreage and descriptions are listed in Table 5. 
Table 5. Red River project cover type acreage and descriptions. 
Cover Type Acres Description   
Wet Meadow 266.39 
Moist to wet soil pastures dominated by sedges, Timothy grass, 
reed canary grass, and Kentucky bluegrass (may include standing 
water for a portion of the year). 
Riparian Shrub 24.31 
A 50 foot buffer on both sides of the Red River that currently 
supports and/or potentially could support hydrophytic/phreatic 
woody vegetation.  
Riverine 0.00 (24.31) 
The Red River channel between the "green-lines". The mink model 
includes a 100 meter buffer on each side of the river as well as the 
river channel. The RHT included riverine under riparian shrub 
acreage. 
Conifer Forest 
Wetland 2.60 
Overstory dominated by evergreen trees with a herbaceous 
understory comprised primarily of wetland obligate and/or 
facultative vegetation. 
Conifer Forest  19.70 
Overstory dominated by evergreen trees with a shrub/herbaceous 
understory comprised primarily of upland obligate and/or 
facultative plant species. 
Urban 1.00 Project buildings, kiosk, and parking areas. 
Total 314.00           
General cover types were mapped with Maptech Terrain Navigator 2002 Pro software ® 
and are illustrated on Figure 2. The riverine cover type includes the riparian shrub buffer 
due to map scale limitations. 
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Figure 2. Red river project general cover types.
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HEP Transect Site Selection 
The specific methodology for selection of evaluation sites for all cover types follows a 
probabilistic (statistical) sampling procedure, allowing for statistical inferences to be 
made within the area of interest. The following protocols describe how transect sites were 
selected. 
• HEP evaluation sites were selected by combining stratified random sampling 
elements with systematic sampling. Project sites are stratified by cover types 
(strata) to provide homogeneity within strata, which tends to reduce the 
standard error, allows for use of different sampling techniques between strata, 
improves precision, and allows for optimal allocation of sampling effort 
resulting in possible cost savings (Block et al. 2001). Macro cover types such 
as conifer forest were further sub-cover typed based on dominant vegetation 
and/or physiographic features e.g., emergent herbaceous understory, percent 
tree cover, deciduous versus evergreen shrubs, conifer versus deciduous 
forest. Cover type designations and maps were validated prior to conducting 
surveys in order to reduce sampling inaccuracies.  
• Specific transect locations within strata were determined by placing a 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid over the study area (strata) and 
randomly selecting “X” and “Y” coordinates to designate transect start points 
( or through use of a computer random coordinate program). Random transect 
azimuths were selected from a standard random number table. Data points and 
micro plots are systematically placed along the line/point intercept transect at 
assigned intervals.  
• Transect start points on microhabitat sites (e.g., conifer forest wetland) were 
selected subjectively as required to ensure that the cover type was sampled. 
Transects were established at least 300 feet from the perimeter of a cover type, when 
possible, to reduce bias from “edge effect” and anthropogenic influences (roadways etc.). 
Wet meadow transects were 300 feet in length while riparian shrub and conifer forest 
transects ranged from 300 to 900 feet in length. Riparian shrub transects were established 
along the “green line” (Winward 2000). Most lateral wet meadow transects were 
established at equidistant points along and generally perpendicular to riparian shrub 
transects. Transect UTM coordinates and lengths are listed in Table 6 and shown on 
Figure 3.  
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Table 6. Red River HEP transects, UTM coordinates, magnetic azimuths, and length. 
TRANSECT POINT UTM COORDINATES MAG AZ LENGTH (ft) TOTAL LENGTH (ft) 
2 Start 0625117 5066018 330 300
Turn 0625094 5066115 360 300
End 0625122 5066200 600
3 Start 0625024 5066282 014 300
End 0625070 5066361 300
4 Start 0625117 5066540 353 300
End 0625127 5066630 300
5 Start 0624942 5066588 2741 900
End 0625008 5066733 900
5A Start 0624942 5066588 206 300
(lateral) End 0624879 5066531 300
5B Start 0624863 5066664 260 300
(lateral) End 0624863 5066663 300
5C Start 0625008 5066733 260 300
(lateral) End 0624913 5066745 300
7 Start 0624553 5066743 247 300
Turn 0624466 5066738 330 300
Turn 0624442 5066830 285 300
End 0624371 5066875 900
8 Start 0625086 5066700 005 550
End 0625136 5066864 550
10 Start 0624968 5067046 067 300
End 0625061 5067039 300
13 Start 0624796 5067548 1321 900
End 0624640 5067414 900
13A Start 0624796 5067548 050 300
(lateral) End 0624877 5067588 300
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TRANSECT POINT UTM COORDINATES MAG AZ LENGTH (ft) TOTAL LENGTH (ft) 
13B Start 0624697 5067475 154 300
(lateral) End 0624706 5067392 300
14 Start 0625028 5067716 2301 300
End 0624951 5067693 300
14A Start 0625028 5067716 140 300
(lateral) End 0625080 5067631 300
14B Start 0624996 5067700 320 300
(lateral) End 0624966 5067788 300
14C Start 0624951 5067693 140 300
(lateral) End 0624984 5067605 300
Total 7,450
1 Initial azimuth; transect follows river "green line".   
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Figure 3. Red River Wildlife Management Area HEP transect locations.
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Sampling Design and Measurement Protocols 
Pilot studies were conducted to estimate the sample size needed for a 95% confidence 
level with a 10% tolerable error level (Avery 1994) and to determine the most appropriate 
sampling unit for the habitat variable of interest i.e., a coefficient of variation analysis 
(BLM 1998). In addition, a power analysis was conducted on pilot study data (and 
periodically throughout data collection) to ensure that sample sizes are sufficient to 
identify a minimal detectable change of 20% in the variable of interest with a Type I error 
rate ≤0.10 and P = 0.9 (BLM 1998, Block et al. 2001). 
1. Herbaceous measurements were taken at 20 or 25 foot intervals (review 
specific transect summaries/data sheets for details) on the right side of the tape 
(the right is determined by standing at 0 feet and facing the line of travel/transect 
azimuth). RHT members walked on the left side of the transect line to reduce 
sample disturbance. A rectangular 0.1m2 micro-plot quadrat (square in shape) was 
used to estimate percent cover of herbaceous vegetation (a coefficient of variation 
analysis of various quadrat shapes and sizes during the pilot study showed little 
variation; therefore, the smaller 0.1m2 micro-plot quadrat was selected). The near 
right hand corner of the quadrat was placed at the sampling interval (rectangle 
quadrats are placed with the long axis perpendicular to the tape, and the lower 
right corner on the sampling interval). Quadrat samples are considered 
independent samples for statistical purposes. 
2. Herbaceous height was measured with a measuring rod placed within the 
quadrat frame (scale = 10ths/inches). Three evenly spaced measurements were 
recorded and averaged for each sample. Only leaf material was measured (leaves 
provide the greatest amount of cover). Grass inflorescence was not included in 
height measurements.   
3.  A Robel pole (Robel 1975) was used to document herbaceous vegetation 
visual obstruction readings (VOR). Measurements were taken at 20 or 25 foot 
intervals (review specific transect summaries/data sheets for details). Four 
observations were recorded and averaged per point to obtain a single visual 
obstruction reading or VOR (two measurements are taken four meters from the 
point on the transect line on opposite sides of the cover pole from a height of one 
meter; two measurements are taken from the point perpendicular to the transect 
line of travel). Sample size was determined to be adequate when the “running 
mean” varied ≤ 10% of the mean (VOR results are graphed in data summaries 
located in Appendix A. Robel pole samples are considered independent samples 
for statistical purposes. 
4. Scrub shrub vegetation was limited. As a result, the line intercept method 
(USFWS 1981) was used to document shrub cover at the Red River project site. 
The following criteria is the basis for determining whether to employ point 
intercept or line intercept techniques to measure shrub cover. 
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Shrub canopy cover is measured using a point intercept method if shrub cover is 
estimated greater than 5%. If shrub cover is estimated at >20%, shrub point data is 
collected every 5 feet (20 possible “hits” per 100 ft segment). If shrub canopy 
cover is  between 5% and 20%, point data is collected every 2 feet (50 possible 
“hits” per 100 feet segment). If shrub cover <5%, results that are more accurate 
are obtained using the line intercept method. Regardless of method, the sampling 
unit is a 100-foot segment of the transect for statistical purposes. 
Shrub height measurements were collected on the tallest part of a shrub that 
crossed directly above/below each sampling intercept mark (discrete 
measurements). Although not observed on Red River transects, it is possible to 
have overlapping shrub canopies.  
5. Tree canopy cover measurements were recorded at five or ten foot intervals 
with a densitometer. Measurement interval was determined by visually estimating 
tree canopy closure prior to initiating the survey. If estimated canopy closure was 
less than 10%, measurements were taken at five-foot intervals; if estimated 
greater than 10% canopy closure, a ten-foot interval was used. As with shrubs, the 
sampling unit is a 100 foot segment of the transect. 
6. Snag data was documented with belt transects. RHT members collected snag 
data in conjunction with tree canopy closure measurements using the same 
baseline transect.  Snags were detected and recorded within a tenth-acre belt 
transect paralleling the baseline transect (44 feet wide by 100 feet long i.e., 22 
feet on each side of the baseline transect). As with shrubs and trees, the sampling 
unit was each 100-foot segment. Although not used at Red River, snag data could 
be collected within a 37.2-foot radius circular plot (1/10 acre) located at the end 
of each 100-foot segment. 
 7. Tree basal area information was collected at 100-foot intervals using a “factor 
10” prism. Each 100-foot interval basal area observation (all tree “hits” at each 
100-foot point) was considered an independent sample. 
8. Photo points were established at the start point of each transect. Current habitat 
conditions were documented with a Canon G1® 3.3 pixal digital camera (no 
magnification). Pictures were recorded from a height of three feet at the beginning 
of each transect facing the transect azimuth. A reference cover board was placed 
at the 30 foot mark on each transect (Appendix A).  
The process for determining transect length (sample size) varied based on the variable 
measured.  The “running mean” was used to estimate variance for VOR while shrub and 
tree cover sample size was estimated as follows:  
 
Percent cover within each 100 foot sample unit was divided by sample unit length 
to obtain percent shrub/tree cover per sample unit (e.g. 10 feet of cover/100 feet = 
10 percent shrub cover). The standard deviation was then calculated for percent 
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cover data from sample units.  Sample size (transect length) was determined 
through use of the following equation: 
n = t2s2 
       E2  
Where: t = t value at the 95 percent (0.05) confidence interval for the appropriate 
degrees of freedom (df);   s = standard deviation; and E = desired level of 
precision, or bounds (± 10 percent).  The same method was used to determine 
sample size for plot frames based on total percent cover for herbaceous species.   
Although the desired confidence level is as stated in the previous paragraph, actual 
confidence intervals (CIs) in herbaceous cover were generally > 0.05 (95 percent) due to 
the homogenous nature of wet meadow habitats. In contrast, actual CIs for shrub and tree 
cover typically ranged from 0.2 to 0.05 (80 to 95 percent).   
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Analysis 
Habitat vegetation and structure data was tallied on Excel ® spreadsheets developed 
for CBFWA by Richard Stiehl (summaries are included in Appendix A; actual 
spreadsheets are included on the accompanying CD). Data results were applied to 
individual HSI model habitat variables to obtain suitability indices (SI) for individual 
habitat variables and habitat suitability indices for each transect.  
Habitat variable SI values were recorded on HSI model spreadsheets by cover type 
(see accompanying CD). Suitability index results were “pooled” from multiple 
transects to obtain an “average” SI for each habitat variable and cover type. HEP 
model habitat suitability indices were calculated based on the “pooled” data and 
mathematical aggregations for each HEP model (Table 7). 
Table 7. Habitat suitability indices for Red River Wildlife Management Area HEP species. 
Cover Type HEP Model Habitat Suitability 
Index 
Wet Meadow
Mink 0.05
Mallard 0.54
Snipe 0.77
Total
Conifer Forest Wetland
Mink 0.05
B. C. Chickadee 0.45
White-tailed Deer 0.00
Total
Riverine
Mink 0.46
Total
Riparian Shrub
Mallard 0.59
Yellow Warbler 0.03
White-tailed Deer 0.00
Total
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Cover Type HEP Model Habitat Suitability 
Index 
Conifer Forest
B. C. Chickadee 0.50
White-tailed Deer 0.00
Total
Urban N/A
PROJECT TOTAL
Results 
In addition to HEP model variable information, RHT members collected habitat 
structure data including Robel pole measurements (Robel 1975), forest basal area, 
and percent herbaceous cover to provide project managers with additional site-
specific ecological information (Appendix A).   
HEP Model Results 
HEP transects were established on wet meadow (n=14), riparian shrub/riverine (n=3), 
conifer forest (n=2), and conifer forest wetland (n=1) cover types. Results include 
401.38 habitat units from six HSI models i.e., mink, mallard, common snipe, black-
capped chickadee, yellow warbler, and white-tailed deer. Habitat suitability indices 
and habitat units are summarized by cover type in Table 8 (the urban cover type was 
not evaluated) and for each species in Table 9.  
Table 8. Habitat suitability indices/habitat unit summary. 
Cover Type Acres HEP Model Habitat Suitability 
Index 
Habitat 
Units 
Wet Meadow
Mink 0.05 13.32
Mallard 0.54 145.12
Snipe 0.77 205.43
Total 266.39 363.87
Conifer Forest 
Wetland 
   
Mink 0.05 0.13
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Cover Type Acres HEP Model Habitat Suitability 
Index 
Habitat 
Units 
B. C. Chickadee 0.45 1.16
White-tailed Deer 0.00 0.00
Total 2.60 1.29
Riverine
Mink 0.46 11.28
Total 24.31 11.28
Riparian Shrub
Mallard 0.59 14.45
Yellow Warbler 0.03 0.64
White-tailed Deer 0.00 0.00
Total (Same as Riverine) 15.09
Conifer Forest
B. C. Chickadee 0.50 9.85
White-tailed Deer 0.00 0.00
Total 19.7 9.85
Urban 1.0 N/A 0.00
PROJECT TOTAL 314 401.38
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Table 9. HEP species model habitat unit summary. 
HEP Species Conifer Forest Wetland HUs 
Riparian 
Shrub HUs 
Wet Meadow 
HUs 
Conifer 
Forest HUs 
Riverine 
HUs 
Total 
HUs 
             
White-tailed 
Deer 0 0  0  0
          
Snipe    205.43    205.43
          
Mallard   14.45 145.12    159.57
          
Mink 0.13  13.32   11.28 24.73
          
B. C. Chickadee 1.16   9.85  11.01
          
Yellow Warbler   0.64     0.64
          
Total HUs  1.29 15.09 363.87 9.85 11.28 401.38
Discussion 
The results of the HEP analysis clearly indicate that the general lack of shrub cover is a 
limiting factor along the Red River and within conifer forest cover types. Habitat 
suitability for mink, white-tailed deer, yellow warbler, and a myriad of other wildlife 
species would benefit significantly by increasing the shrub component (especially 
hydrophytic shrubs in riparian areas). Establishing shrubs and trees along the Red River 
would also aid in the stabilization of stream banks and enhance fish resources by 
providing shade, habitat for additional food (insects), and eventually improved stream 
structure through the introduction of woody debris. Aggressive active restoration and 
associated maintenance, including temporary ungulate fencing, are needed to improve the 
shrub component within riparian shrub/riverine and conifer forest cover types. 
As identified in variable five of the mallard model, the development of open water 
palustrine habitats comprised of  both ephemeral ponds (≤ 4 months post winter), and 
semi-permanent ponds (>4 months ≤ 6 months post winter) within the wet meadow cover 
type would diversify local area wetland structure and provide an opportunity for 
establishment of persistent emergent herbaceous vegetation. Moreover, the suitability 
index of mallard model variable one, “percent of water that is slow moving, shallow, and 
open,” would also increase. Palustrine enhancements would improve habitat suitability 
for waterfowl, amphibians, and other wildlife species.  
Pooled conifer forest/conifer forest wetland HEP data results indicate that, overall, black-
capped chickadee habitat is “fair” (HSI=0.50; range: 0.00 to 0.71). Transect 7 data points 
out that percent tree canopy cover is the limiting habitat variable on that site; however, 
continued natural forest succession (passive restoration) should result in increase forest 
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canopy cover. In contrast, black-capped chickadee habitat suitability on the site 
represented by Transect 8 is clearly limited by the lack of suitable snags as well as tree 
canopy cover. Natural forest succession should result in improved habitat quality in the 
long term. 
Critique 
Future wet meadow cover type mallard and snipe HEP transects should be initiated in the 
spring during the nesting/brood rearing season to document habitat conditions at those 
critical times. Data from future spring HEP surveys can be compared to data obtained by 
the RHT and/or new transects conducted in mid August to determine if results are 
significantly different. Although important, temporal considerations are often beyond the 
control of the wildlife managers and/or the RHT. Every effort, however, should be made 
to conduct HEP surveys during appropriate seasons.  
Mallard model variables one and three are ambiguous at best. Variable one, “percent 
available water that is slow moving, shallow, and open enough to allow dabbling ducks to 
feed,” does not quantify the minimum amount of water necessary to support ducks 
relative to the amount of surrounding habitat i.e., the variable suggests that if  ≥75 
percent of the available water meets the criteria, the SI is 1.0. Does this mean that if ≥75 
percent of the available water in an area the size of a bathtub meets the criteria, that the 
variable SI would be 1.0 for a 400 acre wet meadow complex? Because variable one 
pertains to feeding, water depth limits, emergent vegetation types, and benthic 
composition within open water areas should be identified as well.  The SI for variable one 
is, therefore, highly subjective. RHT members used best professional judgment and 
anecdotal information provided by IDF&G to support assigned SI values for this 
variable. 
Likewise, variable three, “summer cover-percent shoreline dominated by emergent or 
scrub - shrub vegetation” is also unclear. Variable output suggests that if ≥50 percent of 
the shoreline is dominated by emergent or scrub – shrub vegetation, the variable SI is ≥ 
0.70. How does that relate to percent horizontal cover and cover height? The term 
“shoreline” also needs defined. On one hand, “emergent vegetation” suggests the 
presence of water, while scrub – shrub vegetation may not. Did model author(s) define 
“shoreline” as a “belt” encompassing both aquatic and terrestrial habitats? This variable 
is difficult to quantify and cannot be measured objectively without further definition and 
therefore is also subjective. RHT members did, however, take into account herbaceous 
cover measurements and considered similar variables from other mallard models before 
assigning a SI value to variable three. 
In contrast, snipe model variable two, “average height of herbaceous vegetation” does 
require collecting height data, but the model does not quantify percent herbaceous cover. 
Future iterations of the snipe model should include a variable, perhaps multiple variables 
that describe horizontal cover and desired plant composition.  
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APPENDIX A 
Transect 2 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 4. Transect 2 photo point - August 2004. 
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: EFW
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/17/04 Unit of measure: foot
Start 625117 5066018 330 300 Transect Number: 2 Interval: 25
Turning Pt. 625094 5066115 360 300 Investigators: pa Number of points: 24
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: ind.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: decimeter
End 625122 5066200 600
24 OF 24 SAMPLE POINTS
VOR running mean
0.0%
0.5%
1.0%
1.5%
2.0%
2.5%
3.0%
3.5%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
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SHRUB TRANSECT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: 08/17/04 Transect Type Start 625117 5066018 330 300
Transect Number: 2 Unit of measure: Turning Pt. 625094 5066115 360 300
Investigators: Interval: Turning Pt.
Sample unit size: Turning Pt.
Height unit of measure: End 625122 5066200 600
Species N % CC s %cc s y %cc y m %cc m d %cc d vd %cc vd dd %cc dd
1 0.3% 11.0 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
AGE KEY
AGE DISTRIBUTION N % Overall Height Symbol Meaning
Seedling 0 MEAN 11.00 s seedling
Young 0 MODE #N/A y young
Mature 0 MAX 11.0 m mature
Decadent 0 MIN 11.0 d decadent
Very Decadent 0 ST.DEV N/A vd very decadent
Dead 0 TOTAL CC 0.3% dd dead
Shrub Intercept Data: 300  POINTS NEEDED 300
Snowberry
Mean 
height
Red River WA 
pa
GPS COORDINATESEvergreen Forested Wetland
299
point intercept
feet
2'
 POINTS are BARE POINTS ENTERED
100
10ths/ft
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type line intercept 625117 5066018 330 300
Transect Number: Unit of measure: feet 625094 5066115 360 300
Investigators: Interval: indepenedent
Number of plots 24
625122 5066200 600
Microplot Data: 24  PLOTS NEEDED 24  PLOTS ENTERED 1  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: Mean Veg height 7.3 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25 91.3%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 91.3%
%CC 100.0%
%CC 
%CC 
0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA 
0.10m square
pa
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
emerg. herb cvr.
Basal area  (Ft/ac)
2
08/17/04
Turning Point
EFW
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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TREE TRANSECT RESULTS
Area: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Start 625117 5066018 330 300
Transect Number: Turning Pt. 625094 5066115 360 300
Investigators: Turning Pt.
Covertype: Turning Pt.
Transect Type End 625122 5066200 600
Unit of measure:
Interval:
Sample unit size:
Height unit of measure:
Species N % CC Mean DBH <4" %CC 4" to 6" %CC 6" to 10" %CC 10" to 20" %CC > 20" %CC NT %CC
14 11.7% No samples 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 14 11.7%
DBH DISTRIBUTION N % Overall tree height
0 0.0% MEAN 66.0
0 0.0% MODE 66
0 0.0% MAX 66
0 0.0% MIN 66
0 0.0% ST.DEV 0.00
14 100.0% TOTAL CC 3.33%
GPS COORDINATESRed River WA 
08/17/04
2
pa
 POINTS ENTERED
Lodgepole Pine
106  POINTS are BARE
feet
5
100
feet
120
CFW
point intercept
120  POINTS NEEDED
Large ( 10" - 20")
Very Large (>20")
DBH not taken
Small (<4")
Medium ( 4" - 6")
Medium large (6" - 10")
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SNAG TRANSECT RESULTS
Area: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: 08/17/04 Belts needed 6 Start 625117 5066018 330 300
nsect Number: 01/02/00 Turning Pt. 625094 5066115 360 300
Investigators: pa Belts entered 6 Turning Pt.
Covertype: Forested Wetland Turning Pt.
Belt width 44 foot End 625122 5066200 600
Belt legnth 100 foot
Circular plot size:
Height unit of measure: feet
DBH DISTRIBUTION BELT 1 BELT 2 BELT 3 BELT 4 BELT 5 BELT 6 BELT 7 BELT 8 BELT 9 BELT 10
No snags Sampled Sampled No snags No snags Sampled Sampled Not Sampled Not Sampled Not Sampled Not Sampled
<4'' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
> 4" =< 6" 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0.3
> 6" to 10" 3 1 0 0 2 0 6 1.0
>10" to 20" 3 0 0 0 3 4 10 1.7
> 20" 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.2
Not recorded 0 0.0
TOTAL snagss 7 1 0 0 6 5 0 0 0 0 19 3.2
Average height BELT 1 BELT 2 BELT 3 BELT 4 BELT 5 BELT 6 BELT 7 BELT 8 BELT 9 BELT 10
No snags Sampled Sampled No snags No snags Sampled Sampled Not Sampled Not Sampled Not Sampled Not Sampled
<4''
> 4" =< 6" 1.00 1.00 1.00
> 6" to 10" 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
>10" to 20" 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
> 20" 1.00
Not recorded
Average 
height
Red River WA 
08/17/04
AVERAGE per 
BELT
TOTAL 
SNAGS
GPS COORDINATES
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Transect 3 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 5. Transect 3 photo point – August 2004.
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River Covertype: Wet meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/17/04 Unit of measure: feet
Start 625024 5066282 14 300 Transect Number: 3 Interval: 25
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 625070 5066361 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
VOR running mean
0.00
0.50
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
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Sample points
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype:
Date of study: Transect Type Line intercept 625024 5066282
Transect Number: Unit of measure: feet
Investigators: Interval: independent
Number of plots 12
625070 5066361
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 4.4 10ths feet
Plot interval: 25' 92.1%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC
%CC 92.1%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOT
Wet meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb cvr.
- - - - - -
3
08/17/04
Turning Point
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River
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Transect 4 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 6. Transect 4 photo point - August 2004.
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/17/04 Unit of measure: feet
Start 625117 5066540 353 300 Transect Number: 4 Interval: 25
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: decimeter
End 625127 5066630 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype:
Date of study: Transect Type line intercept 625117 5066540
Transect Number: Unit of measure: feet
Investigators: Interval: Independent
Number of plots 12
625127 5066630
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m sq. Mean Veg height 4.7 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 87.9%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC
%CC 87.9%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOT
Wet meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
4
08/17/04
Turning Point
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
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Transect 5 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 7. Transect 5 photo point - August 2005. 
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype:
Date of study: Transect Type Line Intercept 624942 5066588
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Independent
Number of plots 36
625008 5066733
Microplot Data: 36  PLOTS NEEDED 36  PLOTS ENTERED 2  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m sq. Mean Veg height 5.3 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 78.3%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC
%CC 78.3%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOT
Rip. shrub
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
5
08/17/04
Turning Point
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
 
 
Shrub cover was 0.00 percent on Transect 5.
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Transect 5A Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 8. Transect 5A photo point - August 2004.
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet Meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/17/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 624942 5066588 206 300 Transect Number: 005A Interval: 25
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 11
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: 10ths/ft
End 624879 5066531 Total Length 300
11 OF 11  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype:
Date of study: Transect Type Line intercept 624942 5066588
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Independent
Number of plots 11
624879 5066531
Microplot Data: 11  PLOTS NEEDED 11  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m sq. Mean Veg height 9.1 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 90.9%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC
%CC 90.9%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOT
Wet meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Veg.
- - - - - -
005A
08/17/04
Turning Point
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
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Figure 9. Transect 5B photo point - August 2004.
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet Meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/17/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 624863 5066664 260 300 Transect Number: 005B Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 624863 5066663 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
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Transect 5C Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 10. Transect 5C photo point.
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/17/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 625008 5066733 260 300 Transect Number: 005C Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 624913 5066745 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
VOR running mean
0.00
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype:
Date of study: Transect Type 625008 5066733
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Independent
Number of plots 11
624913 5066745
Microplot Data: 11  PLOTS NEEDED 11  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 7.8 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 93.2%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC
%CC 93.2%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOT
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Veg.
- - - - - -
005C
08/17/04
Turning Point
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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Transect 7 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 11. Transect 7 photo point - August 2004.
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SHRUB INTERCEPT 
Project: 7 Date: Recorder
Sample 
Unit
Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height
Mean 1.6% 7.3 0.3% 3.1 0.8% 3.9 0.4% 7.0 0.3% 4.8 0.0% 0.0
Mean height measured in feet
Species Species
Aspen Service Berry Lodgepole Pine E. Spruce Alder
Species Species Species Species
Red River WA Transect#: 17-Aug-04 Ashley
 
BASAL AREA
Project: Transect #: 7 Date: 17-Aug-04 Recorder: Ashley
Sample Unit Mean BA 300 feet 400 feet 500 feet 600 feet 700 feet 800 feet 900 feet 1,000 feet
0' - 100' 13
100 '- 200' 16
200' - 300' 6
300' - 400' Mean BA 0.0 3
400' - 500' Mean BA 0.0 6
500' - 600' Mean BA 0.0 8
600' - 700' Mean BA 0.0 7
700' - 800' Mean BA 0.0 4
800' - 900' Mean BA 0.0 6
900' - 1,000' Mean BA 76.7
Mean BA 0.0
Red River WA 
Transect Length
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TREE TRANSECT RESULTS
Area: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Start 624553 5066743 247 300
Transect Number: Turning Pt. 624466 5066738 330 300
Investigators: Turning Pt. 624442 5066830 285 300
Covertype: Turning Pt.
Transect Type End 624371 5066875 Total Length 900
Unit of measure:
Interval:
Sample unit size:
Height unit of measure:
Species N % CC Mode DBH <4" %CC 4" to 6" %CC 6" to 10" %CC 10" to 20" %CC > 20" %CC NT %CC
14 7.8% <4 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 14 7.8%
43 23.9% <4 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 43 23.9%
DBH DISTRIBUTION N % Overall tree height
0 0.0% MEAN 55.8
0 0.0% MODE 50
0 0.0% MAX 63
0 0.0% MIN 50
0 0.0% ST.DEV 6.75
57 100.0% TOTAL CC 31.67%
Habitats & Wildlife
Large ( 10" - 20")
Very Large (>20")
DBH not taken
Small (<4")
Medium ( 4" - 6")
Medium large (6" - 10")
Lodgepole pine
Mixed Con. For.
Point Intercept
180  POINTS NEEDED 123  POINTS are BARE
Feet
5'
100'
Feet
180
GPS COORDINATESRed River WA
08/17/04
7
Ashley (recorder)
 POINTS ENTERED
Aspen
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SNAG TRANSECT RESULTS
Area: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: 08/17/04 Start 624553 5066743 247 300
Transect Number: 7 Turning Pt. 624466 5066738 330 300
Investigators: Turning Pt. 624442 5066830 285 300
Covertype: Con. For. All Snags Turning Pt.
Belt width 44' Feet End 624371 5066875 Total Length 900
Belt legnth 100' Feet
Circular plot size:
Height unit of measure: Feet Plots needed 0 Plots entered 9
DBH DISTRIBUTION PLOT 1 PLOT 2 PLOT 3 PLOT 4 PLOT 5 PLOT 6 PLOT 7 PLOT 8 PLOT 9 PLOT 10
No snags Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Not Sampled
<4'' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
> 4" =< 6" 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
> 6" to 10" 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3
>10" to 20" 3 7 6 4 0 0 0 2 6 28
> 20" 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3
Not recorded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL snags 3 10 6 6 1 1 0 2 6 35
AVERAGE HEIGHT PLOT 1 PLOT 2 PLOT 3 PLOT 4 PLOT 5 PLOT 6 PLOT 7 PLOT 8 PLOT 9 PLOT 10
No snags Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Not Sampled
<4'' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
> 4" =< 6" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
> 6" to 10" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
>10" to 20" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
> 20" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Feet
Not recorded 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
Mean height 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 #DIV/0! 0.00 0.00 0.00 Feet
AVERAGE per 
BELT
Red River WA
TOTAL 
SNAGS
GPS COORDINATES
Ashley (recorder)
N/A
0.1
Weighted average 
height
0.3
3.1
0.3
N/A
3.9
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SNAG TRANSECT RESULTS
Area: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: 08/17/04 Start 624553 5066743 247 300
Transect Number: 7 Turning Pt. 624466 5066738 330 300
Investigators: Turning Pt. 624442 5066830 285 300
Covertype: Con. For. True Snags Turning Pt.
Belt width 44' Feet End 624371 5066875 Total Length 900
Belt legnth 100' Feet
Circular plot size:
Height unit of measure: Feet Plots needed 0 Plots entered 9
DBH DISTRIBUTION PLOT 1 PLOT 2 PLOT 3 PLOT 4 PLOT 5 PLOT 6 PLOT 7 PLOT 8 PLOT 9 PLOT 10
No snags Sampled Sampled No snags No snags Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Not Sampled
<4'' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
> 4" =< 6" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
> 6" to 10" 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
>10" to 20" 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 12
> 20" 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Not recorded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL snags 3 4 0 0 1 1 0 2 3 14
AVERAGE HEIGHT PLOT 1 PLOT 2 PLOT 3 PLOT 4 PLOT 5 PLOT 6 PLOT 7 PLOT 8 PLOT 9 PLOT 10
No snags Sampled Sampled No snags No snags Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Sampled Not Sampled
<4'' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
> 4" =< 6" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
> 6" to 10" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
>10" to 20" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
> 20" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Feet
Not recorded 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A
Mean height 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 #DIV/0! 0.00 0.00 0.00 Feet
AVERAGE per 
BELT
Red River WA
TOTAL 
SNAGS
GPS COORDINATES
Ashley (recorder)
N/A
N/A
Weighted average 
height
0.1
1.3
0.1
N/A
1.6
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Transect 8 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 12. Transect 8 photo point - August 2004.
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SHRUB INTERCEPT 
Project: 8 Date: Recorder
Sample 
Unit
Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height
Mean 1.5% 3.1 1.2% 4.6 0.1% 1.1 0.4% 1.4 0.1% 0.4 0.1% 0.4
Oregon Grape
Ashley
Species Species Species Species Species Species
Mean height  is in feet
Red River Transect#: 17-Aug-04
Service Berry Huckleberry Spirea Unknown Kinickinick
 
BASAL AREA
Project: Transect #: 8 Date: 17-Aug-04 Recorder: Ashley
Sample Unit Mean BA 300 feet 400 feet 500 feet 600 feet 700 feet 800 feet 900 feet 1,000 feet
0' - 100' 5
100 '- 200' 8
200' - 300' 13
300' - 400' Mean BA 0 12
400' - 500' Mean BA 0 2
500' - 600' Mean BA 0 1
600' - 700' Mean BA 68.33
700' - 800' Mean BA 0
800' - 900' Mean BA 0
900' - 1,000' Mean BA 0
Mean BA 0
Transect Length
Red River
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TREE TRANSECT RESULTS
Area: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Start 625086 5066700 5 550
Transect Number: Turning Pt.
Investigators: Turning Pt.
Covertype: Turning Pt.
Transect Type End 625136 5066864 Total Length 550
Unit of measure:
Interval:
Sample unit size:
Height unit of measure:
Species N % CC Mode DBH <4" %CC 4" to 6" %CC 6" to 10" %CC 10" to 20" %CC > 20" %CC NT %CC
21 19.1% <4 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 21 19.1%
DBH DISTRIBUTION N % Overall tree height
0 0.0% MEAN 69.8
0 0.0% MODE 72
0 0.0% MAX 75
0 0.0% MIN 65
0 0.0% ST.DEV 4.55
21 100.0% TOTAL CC 19.09%
Habitats & Wildlife
Large ( 10" - 20")
Very Large (>20")
DBH not taken
Small (<4")
Medium ( 4" - 6")
Medium large (6" - 10")
Conifer Forest
Point Intercept
110  POINTS NEEDED 89  POINTS are BARE
Feet
5'
100'
Feet
110
GPS COORDINATESRed River WA
08/17/04
8
Ashley (recorder)
 POINTS ENTERED
Lodgepole pine
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SNAG TRANSECT RESULTS
Area: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: 08/17/04 Start 625086 5066700 5 550
Transect Number: 8 Turning Pt.
Investigators: Turning Pt.
Covertype: Con. For. True snags Turning Pt.
Belt width 44' Feet End 625136 5066864 Total Length 550
Belt legnth 100' Feet
Circular plot size:
Height unit of measure: Feet Plots needed 0 Plots entered 6
DBH DISTRIBUTION PLOT 1 PLOT 2 PLOT 3 PLOT 4 PLOT 5 PLOT 6 PLOT 7 PLOT 8 PLOT 9 PLOT 10
No snags No snags No snags No snags Sampled Sampled No snags Not Sampled Not Sampled Not Sampled Not Sampled
<4'' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
> 4" =< 6" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
> 6" to 10" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
>10" to 20" 0 0 0 2 1 0 3
> 20" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Not recorded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL snags 0 0 0 2 1 0 3
AVERAGE per 
BELT
Red River WA
TOTAL 
SNAGS
GPS COORDINATES
Ashley (recorder)
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.5
N/A
N/A
0.5
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Transect 10 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 13. Transect 10 photo point - August 2004. 
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/17/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 624968 5067046 67 300 Transect Number: 10 Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 625061 5067039 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
1.20
1.40
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type 624968 5067046 67 300
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Independent
Number of plots 12
625061 5067039 Total Length 300
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 4.5 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 96.3%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 96.3%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
10
08/17/04
Turning Point
Wet meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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Transect 13 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 14. Transect 13 photo point - August 2004. 
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type Line Intercept 624796 5067548 132 900
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Indep.
Number of plots 36
624640 5067414 Total Length 900
Microplot Data: 36  PLOTS NEEDED 36  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 5.9 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 82.1%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 82.1%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
13
08/18/04
Turning Point
Rip. Shrub
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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SHRUB INTERCEPT 
Project: 13
Sample 
Unit
Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height
Mean 4.9% 1.6 0.2% 1.0 0.01% 1.1
Tran. Mean 5.13% 1.23
Willow spp. R.O.Dogwood Alder
Height is in feet
Red River WA Transect#:
Species Species Species
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Transect 13A Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 15. Transect 13A photo point - August 2004.
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet Meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/18/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 624796 5067548 50 300 Transect Number: 13A Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 624877 5067588 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Sample points
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type Line Intercept 624796 5067548 50 300
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Indep.
Number of plots 12
624877 5067588 Total Length 300
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 5.3 10ths/ft.
Plot interval: 25' 68.3%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 68.3%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
13A
08/18/04
Turning Point
wet meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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Transect 13B Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 16. Transect 13B photo point - August 2004.
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/18/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 624697 5067475 154 300 Transect Number: 013B Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 624706 5067392 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
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0.80
0.90
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type Line intercept 624697 5067475 154 300
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Indep.
Number of plots 12
624706 5067392 Total Length 300
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 1  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 4.7 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 85.0%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 85.0%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
Wet meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
013B
08/18/04
Turning Point
Ashley
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
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Transect 14 Data Synopsis 
 
Figure 17. Transect 14 photo point - August 2004.
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VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Riparian Shrub
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/16/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 625028 5067716 300 300 Transect Number: 14 Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 624951 5067693 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
0.50
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Sample points
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type Line Intercept 625028 5067716 300 300
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Indep.
Number of plots 12
624951 5067693 Total Length 300
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 6.6 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 96.7%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 96.7%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
14
08/16/04
Turning Point
Wet meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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SHRUB INTERCEPT 
Project: 14 Date: Recorder
Sample 
Unit
Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height Intercept Height
Mean 1.6% 3.0
Species Species
Alder spp.
Species Species Species Species
Red River Transect#: 16-Aug-04 Ashley
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Transect 14A Data Synopsis (Photo not available) 
 
VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet Meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/16/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 625028 5067716 140 300 Transect Number: 014A Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 625080 5067631 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type Line Intercept 625028 5067716 140 300
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Indep.
Number of plots 12
625080 5067631 Total Length 300
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 2.7 10ths/ft
Plot interval: 25' 89.6%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 89.6%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
014A
08/16/04
Turning Point
Wet meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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Transect 14B Data Synopsis (Photo not available) 
 
VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet Meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/16/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 624996 5067700 320 300 Transect Number: 014B Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 624966 5067788 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
VOR running mean
0.00
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type Line Intercept 624996 5067700 320 300
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Indep.
Number of plots 12
624966 5067788 Total Length 300
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 7.7 10ths/ft.
Plot interval: 25' 98.8%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 98.8%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
014B
08/16/04
Turning Point
Wet Meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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Transect 14C Data Synopsis (Photo not available) 
 
VOR POINT RESULTS
Area: Red River WA Covertype: Wet Meadow
GPS COORDINATES Mag AZ Length Date of study: 08/16/04 Unit of measure: Feet
Start 624591 5067693 140 300 Transect Number: 014C Interval: 25'
Turning Pt. Investigators: Ashley (recorder) Number of points: 12
Turning Pt. Sample unit size: Indep.
Turning Pt. Height unit of measure: dec.
End 624984 5067605 Total Length 300
12 OF 12  Sample points
Habitats & Wildlife
VOR running mean
0.00
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MICROPLOT RESULTS
Area: Covertype: Mag AZ Length
Date of study: Transect Type Line Intercept 624591 5067693 140 300
Transect Number: Unit of measure: Feet
Investigators: Interval: Indep.
Number of plots 12
624984 5067605 Total Length 300
Microplot Data: 12  PLOTS NEEDED 12  PLOTS ENTERED 0  PLOTS BARE
Microplot frame size: 0.10m² Mean Veg height 3.1 10ths/ft.
Plot interval: 25' 90.4%
GRASS % CC FORB % CC EXOTIC % CC
%CC 90.4%
%CC 
%CC 
%CC 
Habitats & Wildlife 0.0% TOTAL %cc Forbs 0.0% TOTAL %cc Exotic 0.0%
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
Red River WA
Ashley (recorde
TOTAL %cc Grass 
% CC TOTAL
GPS COORDINATES
Emerg. Herb. Cvr.
- - - - - -
014C
08/16/04
Turning Point
Wet Meadow
Start
Turning Point
End
Turning Point
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ATTACHMENT 1 
(HEP Models) 
FWSIOBS-82110.37
APRIL 1983
HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX MODELS:
BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE
Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Department of the Interior
c
This model is designed to be used by the Division of Ecological Services
in conjunction with the Habitat Evaluation Procedures.
FWS/OBS-82/10.37
April 1983
HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX MODELS: BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE
Richard L. Schroeder
107 N. Hollywood
Fort Collins, CO 80521
Project Officer
R. Charles Solomon
Western Energy and Land Use Team
Drake Creekside Building One
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2627 Redwing Road
Fort Collins, CO 80526
Western Energy and Land Use Team
Division of Biological Services
Research and Development
Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Department of the Interior
Washington, DC 20240

PREFACE
This document is part of the Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) Model Series
(FWS/OBS-82/10),  which provides habitat information useful for impact assess-
ment and habitat management. Several types of habitat information are
provided. The Habitat Use Information Section is largely constrained to those
data that can be used to derive quantitative relationships between key environ-
mental variables and habitat suitability. The habitat use information provides
the foundation for HSI models that follow. In addition, this same information
may be useful in the development of other models more appropriate to specific
assessment or evaluation needs.
The HSI Model Section documents a habitat model and information pertinent
to its application. The model synthesizes the habitat use information into a
framework appropriate for field application and is scaled to produce an index
value between 0.0 (unsuitable habitat) and 1.0 (optimum habitat). The applica-
tion information includes descriptions of the geographic ranges and seasonal
application of the model, its current verification status, and a listing of
model variables with recommended measurement techniques for each variable.
In essence, the model presented herein is a hypothesis of species-habitat
relationships and not a statement of proven cause and effect relationships.
Results of model performance tests, when available, are referenced. However,
models that have demonstrated reliability in specific situations may prove
unreliable in others. For this reason, feedback is encouraged from users of
this model concerning improvements and other suggestions that may increase the
utility and effectiveness of this habitat-based approach to fish and wildlife
planning. Please send suggestions to:
Habitat Evaluation Procedures Group
Western Energy and Land Use Team
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2627 Redwing Road
Ft. Collins, CO 80526
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BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEE (Parus  atricapillus)_-
HABITAT USE INFORMATION
General
The black-capped chickadee (Parus  atricapillus) inhabits wooded areas in
the northern United States, Canada, and the higher elevations of mountains in
southern Appalachia (Tanner 1952; Brewer 1963; Merritt 1981). The black-capped
chickadee nests in cavities in dead or hollow trees (Nickel1 1956), in a
variety of forest types (Dixon 1961).
Food
Black-capped chickadees are insectivorous gleaners (Brewer 1963; Sturman
1968b) that select prey in proportion to its availability (Brewer 1963).
Insect food is mostly gleaned from tree bark on twigs, branches, and boles; or
from the foliage, fruits, and flowers of trees (Brewer 1963). Caterpillars
are an important food for nestling chickadees (Odum 1942; Kluyver 1961; Sturman
1968a). Insect and spider eggs make up a large portion of the winter diet, _
and, although the use of plant material for food is low during much of the
year, seeds of trees and shrubs may account for about half of the winter diet
(Martin et al. 1961). Seeds of weedy plants, such as giant ragweed (Ambrosia
spp.), are favorite winter foods (Fitch 1958).
Black-capped chickadees are versatile in their foraging habits and forage
from the ground to the tree tops in a variety of habitats, although they
prefer to forage at low or intermediate heights in trees and shrubs (Odum
1942). Chickadees in British Columbia showed a preference for foraging within
1.5 m (5.0 ft) of the ground (Smith 1967).
Black-capped chickadees in western Washington selected their territories
before the amount of insect food (especially caterpillars) was apparent, and
it appeared that canopy volume of trees was the proximate cue used by the
chickadees to determine potential food supply, since chickadee abundance
showed a strong positive correlation with canopy volume (Sturman 1968a). Cat-
erpillars eat foliage and their abundance should vary directly with total
foliage weight. There was a strong positive correlation between total foliage
weight and canopy volume, and, hence, canopy volume provided a good estimate
of potential insect abundance. The highest chickadee densities occurred at
canopy volumes of about 10.2 m3 of foliage/l m' of ground surface
(33.5 ftVft2).
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Water J
L Drinking water requirements are met with surface water and snow (Odum
1942).
Cover
The black-capped chickadee occurs in both deciduous and evergreen forests
in the eastern United States, although it is restricted to deciduous forests
along streams in the Northern Great Plains, northern Rocky Mountains, and
Great Basin areas (Dixon 1961). In some areas where the ranges of the black-
capped chickadee and Carolina chickadee (P. carolinensis) come together,
apparently suitable habitat exists where neither chickadee occurs (Tanner
1952; Brewer 1963; Merritt 1981). Deciduous forest types are preferred in
western Washington (Sturman 1968a) and commonly used in Oregon (Gabrielson and
Jewett 1940). Fall and winter roosts in New York were mostly on dense conifer
branches, with some use of cavities (Odum 1942). Black-capped chickadees in
Oregon and Washington excavated winter roost cavities in snags (Thomas et al.
1979). Winter roosts in deciduous forests of Minnesota were on the branches
of trees and bushes that had retained their foliage (Van Gorp and Langager
1974).
Black-capped chickadee populations in Kansas tended to concentrate along
edges between forest and early successional areas (Fitch 1958). The availabil-
ity of suitable tree cavities for roosting may have been a limiting factor in
this study area.
Reproduction
\
The black-capped chickadee nests in a cavity, usually in a dead or hollow
tree (Nickel1 1956). The presence of available nest sites, or trees that
could be excavated,
habitat.
appeared to determine the chickadee's choice of nesting
Two important factors affecting the use of stub trees in Michigan
were height and the suitability of the tree for excavation (Brewer 1963).
Willows (Salix spp.), pines (Pinus spp.),
SPP.),
cottonwoods and poplars (Populus
and fruit trees of the genera Pyrus and Prunus are frequently chosen
for nest sites (Brewer 1961).
Black-capped chickadees are only able to excavate a cavity in soft or
rotten wood (Odum 1941a,  b). Trees with decayed heartwood, but firm sapwood,
are usually chosen (Brewer 1961). Black-capped chickadees almost always do
some excavation at the nest site (Tyler 1946),  although they will use existing
woodpecker holes, natural cavities, man-made nest boxes, and open topped fence
posts (Nickel1 1956).
(4.5 inches),
The average tree diameter at nest sites was 11.4 cm
and preferred tree stubs apparently ranged from 10 to 15 cm (3.9
to 5.9 inches) in diameter (Brewer 1963).
used by black-capped chickadees is
The minimum dbh of cavity trees
10.2 cm (4 inches) (Thomas et al. 1979).
Heights of 18 nests in New York ranged from 0.3 to 12.2 m (1 to 40 ft),
although only three nests were higher than 4.6 m (15 ft) and 11 nests were
under 3.0 m (10 ft) (Odum 1941b).
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Nests in New York were usually located in open areas, commonly in young
forests, hedgerows, or field borders (Odum 1941a). Willow, alder (Alnus spp.)
and cottonwood trees were common nest trees in Washington (Jewett et al.
1953). Black-capped chickadees used second growth alder for nesting sites in
British Columbia (Smith 1967).
Interspersion
Black-capped chickadees maintain a territory during the breeding season
and flock in the winter months (Odum 1941b; Stefanski 1967). Territory size
during nest building in Utah averaged 2.3 ha (5.8 acres) (Stefanski 1967).
Territory size in New York varied from 3.4 ha to 6.9 ha (8.4 to
17.1 acres), with an average size of 5.3 ha (13.2 acres) (Odum 1941a). The
larger terri-tories were in open or sparsely wooded country; the size of the
territory decreased as the nesting period progressed. The mean home range
size of winter flocks was 9.9 ha (24.4 acres) in Kansas (Fitch 1958), 15.0 ha
(37 acres) in Michigan (Brewer 1978),  and 14.6 ha (36 acres) in New York (Odum
1942) and in Minnesota (Ritchison 1979).
Black-capped chickadees nesting on forest islands in central New Jersey
did not nest in forests less than 2 ha (4.8 acres) in size (Galli  et al.
1976). However, this apparent dependency on a minimum size forest may have
been due to a lack of nesting cavities.
HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX (HSI) MODEL
Model Applicability
Geographica r e a . This model was developed for the entire breeding range
of the-black-capped chickadee.
S e a s o n . This model was developed to evaluate the breeding season habitat
needs of the black-capped chickadee.
Cover types. This model was developed to evaluate habitat in Deciduous
Forest (DF), Evergreen Forest (EF), Deciduous Forested Wetland (DFW), and
Evergreen Forested Wetland (EFW) areas (terminology follows that of U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service 1981). It should be noted that, although the chickadee
occurs in both deciduous and evergreen forests over much of its range, appar-
ently there are geographic differences in use of cover types that limit the
use of evergreen forests in parts of its range. Users should be familiar with
the chickadee's major cover type preferences in their particular area before
applying this model.
Minimum habitat area. Minimum habitat area is defined as the minimum
amount of contiguous habitat that is required before an area will be occupied
by a species. Although Galli et al. (1976) report that black-capped chickadees
may be dependent on certain forest sizes, other studies state that these
chickadees will nest in hedgerows and field borders. This model assumes that
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forest size is not an important factor in assessing habitat suitability for
the black-capped chickadees.
Verification level. Previous drafts of this model were reviewed by Peter
Merritt, and his specific comments have been incorporated into the current
draft (Merritt, pers. comm.).
Model Description
Overview. This model considers the ability of the habitat to meet the
food and reproductive needs of the black-capped chickadee as an indication of
overall habitat suitability. Cover needs are assumed to be met by food and
reproductive requirements and water is assumed not to be limiting. The food
component of this model assesses vegetation conditions, and the reproduction
component assesses the abundance of suitable snags. The relationship between
habitat variables, life requisites, cover types, and the HSI for the black-
capped chickadee is illustrated in Figure 1.
Habitat variable
Note: Use either the
first two variables in
combination, or the
third alone, to deter-
mine food values.
Life
requisite Cover types
Percent tree canopy
closure
Average height of
overstory trees
Tree canopy volume/'j Foodil':;:'.'  i'i'ii::)
area of ground surface
wetland
Number of snags
10 to 25 cm dbh/
/
Reproduction
0.4 ha (4 to 10
inches dbh/l.O acre)
HSI
Figure 1. Relationship of habitat variables, life requisites,
and cover types in the black-capped chickadee model.
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The following sections provide a written documentation of the logic and
assumptions used to interpret the habitat information for the black-capped
chickadee in order to explain the variables and equations that are used in the
HSI model. Specifically, these sections cover the following: (1) identifica-
tion of variables that will be used in the model; (2) definition and justifica-
tion of the suitability levels of each variable; and (3) description of the
assumed relationship between variables.
Food component. The majority of the year-round food supply of the black-
capped chickadee is associated with trees. It is assumed that an accurate
assessment of food suitability for the chickadee can be provided by a measure
of either: (1) t ree canopy closure and the average height of overstory trees;
or (2) canopy volume of trees per area of ground surface. It is assumed that
optimum canopy closures occur betwen 50 and 75%. A completely closed canopy
will have less than optimum value due to an assumed lack of foliage in the
middle and lower canopy layers. It is assumed that optimum habitats contain
overstory trees 15 m (49.2 ft) or more in height. Habitats with a low canopy
closure can provide moderate suitability for black-capped chickadees if tree
heights are optimum. Likewise, habitats with short trees may have moderate
suitability if canopy closures are optimum.
The canopy volume of an individual tree is equal to the area occupied by
the living foliage of that tree, as shown in Figure 2 for deciduous and conif-
erous trees. Optimum canopy volume per area of ground surface exceeds 10.2 m'
of foliage/m2 of ground surface (33.5 ft' of foliage/ft2  of ground surface).
Suitability will decrease to zero as canopy volume approaches zero.
The field user should measure either: (1) tree canopy closure and tree
height; or (2) tree canopy volume per area of ground surface. Tree canopy
closure and tree height measurements are probably the most rapid method to
assess food suitability. However, the suitability levels of these variables
were not based on strong data sources. The suitability levels of tree canopy
volume were based on data from Sturman (1968a).
Reproduction component. Black-capped chickadees nest primarily in small
dead or hollow trees and can only excavate a cavity in soft or rotten wood.
Therefore, reproduction suitability is assumed to be related to the abundance
of small snags. It is assumed that snags between 10 and 25 cm (4 and
10 inches) dbh are required. Thomas et al. (1979) and Evans and Conner (1979)
provide methods to estimate the number of snags required for cavity nesting
birds. Assuming a territory size of 2.4 ha (6.0 acres) and a need for one
cavity per year per chickadee pair, the method of Thomas et al. (1979) es-
timates that optimum habitats provide 5.9 snags/ha (2.4/acre),  and the method
of Evans and Conner (1979) estimates that 4.1 snags are needed per ha
(1.67/acre)  to provide optimum conditions. This model assumes that optimum
suitability exists when there are five or more snags of the proper size per ha
(2/acre), and that suitability will decrease to zero as the number of snags
approaches zero.
CONIFEROUS
canopy
(living foilage)
DECIDUOUS
CV = m/a(horo2 - hiri2) CV = 2 77/3(h,r,2  - hiri2)
where: hi = inner height
ho = outer height
ri = inner radius
r0 = outer radius
Figure 2. Tree shapes assumed and formulae used to calculate canopy
volume (CV). (From Sturman 1968a).
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: r Model Relationships
Suitability Index (SI) graphs for habitat variables. This section con- -
tains SI graphs that illustrate the habitat relationships described in the
previous section.
Cover
* t y p e Variable
DF,EF, V, Percent tree 1.0
l DFW,EFW canopy closure.
5 0.8
sH
3 0.6
*r?
'Z 0.4
::*r
Lz 0.2
) r
DF,EF,
DFW,EFW
V2 Average height of
overstory trees.
0 25 50 75 100
%
Suitability graph
3 0 . 6
0 5 10 15+
0 16.4 32.8 49.2+
m
ft
DF,EF,
L DFW,EFW
DF,EF,
D F W , E F W
V,
Vb
Tree canopy volume/
area of ground
surface.
Number of snags
10 to 25 cm dbh/
0.4 ha (4 to 10
inches dbh/l.O
acre).
$ 0.8
u
0 3 6 9 12+
Equations. In order to determine life requisite values for the black-
capped chickadee, the SI values for appropriate variables must be combined
through the use of equations. A discussion and explanation of the assumed
relationships between variables was included under Model Description, and the
specific equations in this model were chosen to mimic these perceived biolog-
ical relationships as closely as possible. The suggested equations for obtain-
ing food and reproduction values are presented below.
cLife requisite Cover type
Food DF,EF,DFW,EFW
Reproduction DF,EF,DFW,EFW
Equation
(V, x V,)
l/2
or V, (See page
5 for discussion on which
to use)
V,
HSI determination. The HSI for the black-capped chickadee is equal to
the lowest life requisite value.
Application of the Model
Definitions of variables and suggested field measurement techniques (from
Hays et al. 1981, unless otherwise noted) are provided in Figure 3.
Variable (definition) Cover types Suggested technique
VI Percent tree canopy DF,EF,DFW,EFW Line intercept
closure [the percent
of the ground surface
that is shaded by a
vertical projection of
the canopies of all
woody vegetation taller
than 5.0 m (16.5 ft)].
VZ Average height of over- DF,EF,DFW,EFW Graduated rod,
story trees (the average trigonometric
height from the ground hypsometry
surface to the top of
those trees which are
2 80 percent of the
height of the tallest
tree in the stand).
V3 Tree canopy volume/
area of ground surface
(the sum of the volume
of the canopies of each
tree sampled divided
by the total area sampled).
DF,EF,DFW,EFW Quadrat  and refer to
Figure 2 on page 6
Figure 3. Definitions of variables and suggested measurement
techniques.
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Variable (definition)
V, Number of snags 10 to
25 cm dbh/0.4 ha (4 to
10 inches dbh/l.O acre)
[the number of standing
dead trees or partly dead
trees in the size class
indicated that are at least
1.8 m (6 ft) tall. Trees
in which at least 50% of
the branches have fallen,
or are present but no long-
er bear foliage, are to be
considered snags].
Cover types
DF,EF,DFW,EFW
Figure 3. (concluded).
SOURCES OF OTHER MODELS
Suggested technique a
Quadrat
Sturman (1968a) developed a multiple regression model for the black-capped
chickadee in western Washington in which the canopy volume of trees accounted
for 79.6% of the variation in chickadee abundance. Canopy volume of bushes
and canopy volume of midstory trees were the next two most important variables,
and their addition into the regression accounted for over half of the residual
variation remaining after the canopy volume of trees was entered.
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COtM>N SNIPE
Grassland/AgriculturalType
Genera1
Suita~leyear-roundhabitatfor thecommons ipe(Capella9allinago)
in Ecoregion2410is providedbyriparian andgrassland-agricultural
plantcommunitieshavin9lowvegetation,highsoil moisture,andhigh
organicmattercQntent(LarrisonandSonnenberg1968).Snipearecommonly
foundin uplandandlowlandwetpastures,wetsedge(CarexsPp.)and
9rass(poace
,
ae)m
,
eadowsandmarshes,bogs,willow (Salix spp.) andalder
(Alnusspp.) swamps,plowedfields, andin areasof decomposedwet plant
litter alon9ponds,meanderingrivers, andstreams(Tuck1972;Fogarty
et al. 1977). '
FoodRequirements
Snipeuse'theirlong bills to probethe so11for animalmatter,
their majorfooditem (WhiteandHarris 1966;Johnson1975). The
preferredfeedingareashavesoft, organicsoils as opposedto compacted,
or inorganic,soils. Johnson(1975)measuredsoil compactioni relation
to snipefeedingareasin Coloradousinga Soiltest penetrometer.Soil:
compactionwasinfluencedbysoil textureandmoisture,andv!getation
density. 'AreaswiZh-pressurereadingsfrom0.1 to 0.75 kg/em~instrumentrange,0-4.5kg/em); hadthe highestsnipe densities; 1.5 kg/emwas,
suita~le in areasof densevegetation. Compactionreadingsabove2.5 '
kg/em, representedslightly moistor dry groundwhichwasunsuitablefor
foragingsnipe.: '
Exposed,'sparse,lyvegetatedmarshes,mudflats, andplowedor
diskedagricultural ,fields are suitable year-roundfeedingareasdueto
their open,disturbedquality (WhiteandHarris 1966;Johnson1975). In
late summer,swampyareasthat are too wetearlier in the seasonfor
nesting, and~ewlyexposedmuckyareasnearponds,lakes, andmeandering
rivers providethe $nipewith feedingsites (Tuck1972). Wetcattle ~
pasturesare importantsnipewinter foragingareas. Cowmanureattracts:
snipefoodanimals(Tuck 1972;Johnson1975). In winter,areasof -
exposed,organic, alkaline soil are the preferredfeedingsites. In '
northern~alifornia; the preferredwinter feedingareashadfriable, '
humus-richsoils, a close croppedcover, andanabundanceof small food,
animalsCWhi~andHarris 1966). Neely (1959)statedthat snipewould
not useareas,with rankcover.
Approximately80 percentof thesnipe'sdiet is animalmatter
(Fogartyet a1. 1977). This includesins'ectsandtheir larvae, as well
as earthwonns_,crustaceans,spiders, and'mollusks(WhiteandHarris 1966;
Tuck1972;aridFogartyet a1. 1977). In a northernCalifornia study,
plant.materialcomprisedroughly20%of the diet (WhiteandHarris
1966).
WaterRequirements
Nospecificdrinkingwaterrequirementswerefoundin the literature.
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CoverRequirements
In spring, summer,andearly fall, snipecoverrequirementsrelate
to breedingandare discussedin the sectionon ReproductiveRequirements.
Escapeandloafing coverandexposedorganicsoil are the critical
componentsof snipewinter habitat (WhiteandHarris 1966;Tuck1972).
Suitable winter habitat in northernCalifornia providedgoodvisibility,
walkingandprobingease, andadjacentescapecover(WhiteandHarris 1966).
Sedges,thick willows, andalders providesuitable cover for snipe (Tuck
1972). This speciesreturns to the samewinteringareasyear after
year. In Colorado,winteringoccurredalongstreamchannelswith sparsely
vegetated,gently sloping shorelinesof soft, water-saturatedsoils
(Johnson1975). Exposedmudflats with organicsoils, andsimilar low,
sparsevegetationalso providedsuitablehabitat. Topography,vegetation
heightanddensity,andwaterlevels relativeto theshorelinewere
significant factors influencingselectionof winteringareas.
In NorthAmerica,marshesprovidefor snipewinter needs(Tuck
1972). Wetcattle pastures,periodically inundated,fallowedor harrowed
agricultural fields, shallowfarmponds,andthe edgesof lakes, ditches,
streams,andrivers are also importantsnipewinteringhabitats (Johnson1966;
WhiteandHarris 1966;Tuck1972;andFogartyet al. 1977).
ReproductiveR~uirements ;In ~th erica, the optimalbreedingrangeof snipe is restricted
to organicsoils (Fogartyet al. 1977). In:Colorado,the mostsuitable
breedin9habitatswereareasof shallow,stable, discontinuouswater
levels (Johnson1975;JohnsonandRyder1977). Areaswith continuous
watercoverageprovidedfewunfloodedsites for nesting. Nest sites
werecharacteristically onmoistsites adjacentto water,.in grassesor
sedgesbetween8 and16inches(20-40em)in height. Preferredground
conditionsincludemoist to saturatedorganicsoils characterizedby
hummocks.Vegetationof the breedingareaswasbetween4 and12inches
(10-30em)in height (late May),often gratedor mowedandsparse.
Vegetationless than2 inches(5 em)tall. providedpoornestingcover.
Johnson(1975)stated that waterdepthson:snipebreedinggroundsshould
not exceed2-2.4 inches (5-6 em). Partially floodedmeadows,boglike
areaswith densegrowthsof sedge,openwillow swamps,andothermarshy
areasalongwatercoursesprovidesuitable nestinghabitat (Boeker1953;
Tuck1972). Variousmosses,sedges,grass~s,andlowshrubsprovidethe
desiredlow covercharacteristics of summerbreedingandfeedinghabitat
(Fogartyet a1. 1977). High, thick coveris a limiting factor which
will preventsnipe useof anotherwiseattractive breedingor wintering
area. Duringthe breedingseason,malesniperequirea display arena
free of trees, tall shrubsor otherobstaclesto flight (Tuck1972).
Special HabitatRe6uirementsNospecial ha itat requirementswerefoundin the literature.
InterspersionRequirements
Malesnipe require escapecoveradjacentto the nest site, usually
within 26to 230feet (8-70m), with a meandistanceof 75.6 feet
(20m) (Tuck1972). A shift in coverareauseoccurswith floodingor
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drying. or whenvegetationbecomesrank. Suitable feedingareasare',
nearthenestandthemale'ssheltersite. '
Special Considerations
Commons ipemaybe foundthroughoutheyear in the Ecoregion
althoughtheyare morecommonduringthe fall andspring migrations.
Thedestructionof wetlandsthroughdraining, filling. or other
practicesis detrimentalto snipepopulations(Tuck1972;Fogartyet '
a1. 1977). Projects whichcausecontinuousflooding result in abandonment
of theareabysnipe(Johnson1975). '
Cattleusecanbebeneficalto snipebecausegrazingcanmaintain
areasof low.sparsevegetation(WhiteandHarris1966;Tuck1972;and
Johnson1975). Johnson(1975)recommendedapplyinganimalwasteto
suitablesnipehabitatsandtherebyincreasethenumberandavailability
of larval insects. Extensiveovergrazinglowerssnipe densities if '
cattle crop the vegetationbelowoptimalheights. Theburningof marshes
exposestheorganicsoil andbenefitssnipebyprovidingfeedingareas ~
(Tuck1972). Agriculturalactivities suchas plowing,planting,disking,
andcultivationattract snipebyexposingfooditemsandproviding
easierprobing. Theuneven,brokenearthprotectssnipeagainstwind
andpredators(WhiteandHarris 1966;Tuck1972). ,
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HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX
CommonSnipein Grassland/Agr1culturalType
Ecoregion2410'.
1/3
FoodValue (Xl) . (11x 12x 13)
Where:11. Suitability Index(SI) of soil moisturecontent.
12.SI of heightof herbaceousvegetation.
13. SI of soil compaction.
ReproductiveValue(X2) K (11x 12)1/2
Where:. 11I: SI of 5011moisturecont~nt.
12 8: SI of heightofherbaceousvegetati:on.
Coverneedsare satisfied if reproductive'needs:aremet.
I
~
I
t
TheHabitat Suitability Indexis the ~owe~tXnvalue.
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HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX MODELS: 
YELLOW WARBLER 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
The Biological Services Program was established within the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service to supply scientific information and methodologies on 
key environmental issues that impact fish and wildlife resources and their 
supporting ecosystems. The mission of the program is as follows: 
o To strengthen the Fish and Wildlife Service in its role as 
a primary source of information on national fish and wild- 
life resources, partfcularly in respect to environmental 
impact assessment. 
l To gather, analyze, and present information that will aid 
decisionmakers in the identification and resolution of 
problems associated with major changes in land and water 
use. 
o To provide better ecological information and evaluation 
for Department of the Interior development programs, such 
as those relating to energy development. 
Information developed by the Biological Services Program is intended 
for use in the planning and decisionmaking process to prevent or minimize 
the impact of development on fish and wildlife. Research activities and 
technical assistance services are based on an analysis of the issues, a 
determination of the decisionmakers involved and their information needs, 
and an evaluation of the state of the art to identify information gaps 
and to determine priorities. This is a strategy that will ensure that 
the products produced and disseminated are timely and useful. 
Projects have been initiated in the following areas: coal extraction 
and conversion; power plants; geothermal, mineral and oil shale develop- 
ment; water resource analysis, including stream alterations and western 
water allocation; coastal ecosystems and Outer Continental Shelf develop- 
ment; and systems inventory, including National Wetland Inventory, 
habitat classification and analysis, and information transfer. 
The Biological Services Program consists of the Office of Biological 
Services in Washington, D.C., which is responsible for overall planning and 
management; National Teams, which provide the Program's central scientific 
and technical expertise and arrange for contracting biological services 
studies with states, universities, consulting firms, and others; Regional 
Staffs, who provide a link to problems at the operating 1evel;and staffs al 
certain Fish and Wildlife Service research facilities, who conduct in-house 
research studies. 
This model is designed to be used by the Division of Ecological Services 
in conjunction with the Habitat Evaluation Procedures. 
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PREFACE 
This document is part of the Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) Model Series 
(FWS/OBS-82/10), which provides habitat information useful for impact assess- 
ment and habitat management. Several types of habitat information are 
provided. The Habitat Use Information Section is largely constrained to those 
data that can be used to derive quantitative relationships between key environ- 
mental variables and habitat suitability. The habitat use information provides 
the foundation for HSI models that follow. In addition, this same information 
may be useful in the development of other models more appropriate to specific 
assessment or evaluation needs. 
The HSI Model Section documents a habitat model and information pertinent 
to its application. The model synthesizes the habitat use information into a 
framework appropriate for field application and is scaled to produce an index 
value between 0.0 (unsuitable habitat) and 1.0 (optimum habitat). The applica- 
tion information includes descriptions of the geographic ranges and seasonal 
application of the model, its current verification status, and a listing of 
model variables with recommended measurement techniques for each variable. 
In essence, the model presented herein is a hypothesis of species-habitat 
relationships and not a statement of proven cause and effect relationships. 
Results of model performance tests, when available, are referenced. However, 
models that have demonstrated reliability in specific situations may prove 
unreliable in others. For this reason, feedback is encouraged from users of 
this model concerning improvements and other suggestions that may increase the 
utility and effectiveness of this habitat-based approach to fish and wildlife 
planning. Please send suggestions to: 
Habitat Evaluation Procedures Group 
Western Energy and Land Use Team 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
2625 Redwing Road 
Ft. Collins, CO 80526 
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YELLOW WARBLER (Dendroica oetechia) -_ 
HABITAT USE INFORMATION 
General 
The yellow warbler (Dendroica petechia) is a breeding bird throughout the 
entire United States, with the exception of parts of the Southeast (Robbins 
et al. 1966). Preferred habitats are wet areas with abundant shrubs or small 
trees (Bent 1953). Yellow warblers inhabit hedgerows, thickets, marshes, 
swamp edges (Starling I978). aspen (Populus spp.) groves, and wiliow (Salix 
spp.) swamps (Salt 1957), as well as residential areas (Morse 1966). 
/ Food 
L 
More than 90% of the food of yellow warblers is insects (Bent 1953), 
taken in proportion to their availability (Busby and Sealy 1979). Foraging in 
Maine occurred primarily on small limbs in deciduous foliage (Morse 1973). 
Water 
Dietary water requirements were not mentioned in the literature. Yellow 
warblers prefer wet habitats (Bent 1953; Morse 1966; Stauffer and Best 1980). 
Cover 
Cover needs of the yellow warbler are assumed to be the same as reproduc- 
tion habitat needs and are discussed in the following section. 
Reproduction 
Preferred foraging and nesting habitats in the Northeast are wet areas, 
partially covered by willows and alders (Alnus spp.), ranging in height from 
1.5 to 4 m (5 to 13.3 ft) (Morse 1966). It is unusual to find yellow warblers 
in extensive forests (Hebard 1961) with closed canopies (Morse 1966). Yellow 
warblers in small islands of mixed coniferous-deciduous growth in Maine utiliz- 
ed deciduous foliage far more frequently than would be expected by chance 
alone (Morse 1973). Coniferous areas were mostly avoided and areas of low 
deciduous growth preferred. 
L Nests are generally placed 0.9 to 2.4 m (3 to 8 ft) above the ground, and 
nest heights rarely exceed 9.1 to 12.2 m (30 to 40 ft) (Bent 1953). Plants 
1 
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used for nesting include willows, alders, and other hydrophytic shrubs and 
trees (Bent 1953), including box-elders (Acer negundo) and cottonwoods (Populus 
spp.) (Schrantz 1943). In Iowa, dense thickets were frequently occupied by 
yellow warblers while open thickets with widely spaced shrubs rarely contained 
nests (Kendeigh 1941). 
Males frequently sing from exposed song perches (Kendeigh 1941; Ficken 
and Ficken 1965), although yellow warblers will nest in areas without elevated 
perches (Morse 1966). 
A number of Breeding Bird Census reports (Van Velzen 1981) were summarized 
to determine nesting habitat needs of the yellow warbler, and a clear pattern 
of habitat preferences emerged. Yellow warblers nested in less than 5% of 
census areas comprised of extensive upland forested cover types (deciduous or 
coniferous) across the entire country. Approximately two -thirds of all census 
areas with deciduous shrub-dominated cover types were utilized, while shrub 
wetland types received 100% use. Wetlands dominated by shrubs had the highest 
average breeding densities of all cover types [2.04 males per ha (2.5 acre)]. 
Approximately two-thirds of the census areas comprised of forested draws and 
riparian forests of the western United States were used, but average densities 
were low [0.5 males per ha (2.5 acre)]. 
Interspersion 
Yellow warblers in Iowa have been reported to prefer edge habitats 
(Kendeigh 1941; Stauffer and Best 1980). Territory size has been reported as 
0.16 ha (0.4 acre) (Kendeigh 1941) and 0.15 ha (0.37 acre) (Kammeraad 1964). 
Special Considerations 
The yellow warbler has been on the Audubon Society's Blue List of declin- 
ing birds for 9 of the last 10 years (Tate 1981). 
HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX (HSI) MODEL 
Model Applicability 
Geographic area. This model has been developed for application within 
the breeding range of the yellow warbler. 
Season. This model was developed to evaluate the breeding season habitat 
needs of the yellow warbler. 
Cover types. This model was developed to evaluate habitat in the dominant 
cover types used by the yellow warbler: Deciduous Shrubland (DS) and Decid- 
uous Scrub/Shrub Wetland (DSW) (terminology follows that of U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service 1981). Yellow warblers only occasionally utilize forested 
habitats and reported population densities in forests are low. The habitat 
requirements in forested habitats are not well documented in the literature. 
For these reasons, this model does not consider forested cover types. 
3 
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Minimum habitat area. Minimum habitat area is defined as the minimum 
amount of contiguous habitat that is required before an area will be occupied 
by a species. Information on the minimum habitat area for the yellow warbler 
was not located in the literature. Based on reported territory sizes, it is 
assumed that at least 0.15 ha (0.37 acre) of suitable habitat must be available 
for the yellow warbler to occupy an area. If less than this amount is present, 
the HSI is assumed to be 0.0. 
Verification level. Previous drafts of the yellow warbler habitat model 
were reviewed by Douglass H. Morse and specific comments were incorporated 
into the current model (Morse, pers. comm.). 
Model Description 
Overview. This model considers the quality of the reproduction (nesting) 
habitat needs of the yellow warbler to determine overall habitat suitability. 
Food, cover, and water requirements are assumed to be met by nesting needs. 
The relationship between habitat variables. life reauisites. cover types, 
and the HSI for the yellow warbler is illustrated'in Figure 1. ’ 
Life 
Habitat variable requisite Cover types 
Percent deciduous shrub 
crown cover 
Average height of 
deciduous shrub canopy 
Reproduction, 
Percent of shrub canopy 
comprised of hydrophytic 
shrubs 
Deciduous Shrubland 
Deciduous Scrub/ 
Shrub Wetland 
HSI 
Figure 1. Relationship between habitat variables, life requisites, 
cover types, and the HSI for the yellow warbler. 
The following sections provide a written documentation of the logic and 
assumptions used to interpret the habitat information for the yellow warbler 
and to explain and justify the variables and equations that are used in the 
HSI model. Specifically, these sections cover the following: (1) identifica- 
tion of variables that will be used in the model; (2) definition and justifica- 
tion of the suitability levels of each variable; and (3) description of the 
assumed relationship between variables. 
Reproduction component. Optimal nesting habitat for the yellow warbler 
is provided in wet areas with dense, moderately tall stands of hydrophytic 
deciduous shrubs. Upland shrub habitats on dry sites will provide only mar- 
ginal suitability. 
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It is assumed that optimal habitats contain 100% hydrophytic deciduous 
shrubs and that habitats with no hydrophytic shrubs will provide marginal 
suitability. Shrub densities between 60 and 80% crown cover are assumed to be 
optimal. As shrub densities approach zero cover, suitability also approaches 
zero. Totally closed shrub canopies are assumed to be of only moderate suit- 
ability, due to the probable restrictions on movement of the warblers in those 
conditions. Shrub heights of 2 m (6.6 ft) or greater are assumed to be 
optimal, and suitability will decrease as heights decrease to zero. 
Each of these habitat variables exert a major influence in determining 
overall habitat quality for the yellow warbler. A habitat must contain optimal 
levels of all variables to have maximum suitability. Low values of any one 
variable may be partially offset by higher values of the remaining variables. 
Habitats with low values for two or more variables will provide low overall 
suitability levels. 
Model Relationships 
Suitability Index (SI) graphs for habitat variables. This section 
contains suitability index graphs that illustrate the habitat relationships 
described in the previous section. 
Cover 
type Variable 
DS,DSW V, Percent deciduous 
shrub crown cover. 
1.0 '...'....'*..."'*. 
x 
;0.8 - 
H 
30.6 - 
-7 
7 
so.4 - 
s 
*r 
zo.2 - 
0 25 50 75 100 
% 
4 
3 
c 
DS,DSW 
DS,DSW 
V2 
V3 
Average height of 
deciduous shrub 
canopy. 
Percent of deciduous 
shrub canopy comprised 
of hydrophytic shrubs. 
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Equations. In order to obtain life requisite values for the yellow 
warbler, the SI values for appropriate variables must be combined with the use 
of equations. A discussion and explanation of the assumed relationship between 
variables was included under Model Description, and the specific equation in 
this model was chosen to mimic these perceived biological relationships as 
closely as possible. The suggested equation for obtaining a reproduction 
value is presented below. 
Life requisite Cover type Equation 
Reproduction DS,DSW (V, x v, x vp 
HSI determination. The HSI value for the yellow warbler is equal to the 
reproduction value. 
Application of the Model 
Definitions of variables and suggested field measurement techniques (Hays 
et al. 1981) are provided in Figure 2. 
Variable (definition) Cover types Suggested technique 
VI Percent deciduous shrub DS,DSW Line intercept 
crown cover (the percent 
of the ground that is 
shaded by a vertical 
projection of the 
canopies of woody 
deciduous vegetation 
which are less than 
5 m (16.5 ft) in 
height). 
V2 Average height of 
deciduous shrub canopy 
(the average height from 
the ground surface to the 
top of those shrubs which 
comprise the uppermost 
shrub canopy). 
V3 Percent of deciduous 
shrub canopy comprised 
of hydrophytic shrubs 
(the relative percent 
of the amount of 
hydrophytic shrubs 
compared to all shrubs, 
based on canopy cover). 
DW,DSW 
DS,DSW Line intercept 
J 
Graduated rod 
Figure 2. Definitions of variables and suggested measurement techniques. 
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SOURCES OF OTHER MODELS 
No other habitat models for the yellow warbler were located. 
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sesses our energy and mineral resources and works to assure that their development is in 
the best interests of all our people, The Department also has a major responsibility for 
American Indian reservation communities and for people who live in island territories under 
U.S. administration. 
HABITAT EVALUATIONCRITERIA,
£2Q.Q- Evaluatefood primarily using the criteria listed belOil. Mallards'
usually feed In open, shalIONwater; hOilever,graln crops can
~uplementa natural diet substantially If they occur within close
proxlmIty to water, especlally In winter. The amountof wasfe graln
avaII able will effect winter food value.
C1 =~ Is a function of:
TheupercenTOfavaI Iable water that Is siOil movlng, shal IOil,
enoughto al lOiI a dabblIng duckto feed.
a. 75-100% <0.8-1.0SI)
b. 25-75% <0.4-0.7 SI)
c. 25% ' ~ <0.1-0.3 SI)
andopen
Cover- Evaluatecover primarily using the criteria listed belOil. Broodsare
mostsusceptIble to predationwhenescapecover Is I acklng.
Sufficient amountsof aquatic vegetationsupply necessaryescape
cover.
C3 = SummerCoverValue Is a function of:
Percent of shorelIne domInatedby emergentor
a. 50-100%....................................
b. 15-50%.....................................
c. 0-1 5% ......................................
scrub-shrubvegetation.
(0.7-1.0 51)
(0..4-0.6 SI )
<0 1-0 3 SI )
Reproduct10,n- Evaluate reproductionprimarily using the criteria listed
belOil. The abundanceandpatchinessof densenesting cover
<DNC)and the sultabfllty of available waterwill largely
Infl uencereproductivevalue. Suitability of DNCIncreases
,wIth heIght.
C4=ReproductiveValueIs a functionof:
Thedistancebetweenwaterbodiessuitable for broodrearingand
denseherbaceouscoverat least 20 em(8 Inches)tal I.
a. Immediatelyadjacentto eachother (0.9-1.0 51)
b. 10-90m (0.6-0.8 SI)
c. >90m (0.1-0.5 SI)
